ACROSS
1  Regina Dugan, PhD ’93, former director of ___
2  Small part in a large machine
3  Org. defending freedoms
4  Like Chichen Itza
5  Start of “Deck the Halls” refrain
6  Defeat soundly
7  Spinach alternative
8  Some TVs
9  Hawkeye portrayal
10  Greet like a junkyard dog
11  France Córdova, PhD ’79, NSF director and former president of ___
12  Michael Jackson hit featuring an Eddie Van Halen guitar solo
13  Order’s partner
14  Steingrimur Hermannsson, MA ’52, former prime minister of ___
15  About two and a half acres
16  Mare’s hairs
17  Bridge combo
18  Stimpy’s pal
19  Picnic spoiler
20  Harrison Schmitt, BS ’57, astronaut and former ___
21  It comes from the heart? (abbr.)
22  Old orbiter
23  Ordained one
24  Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In comedian Johnson
25  It keeps you going
26  Sabeer Bhatia, BS ’91, co-founder of ___
27  ___ -Man
28  Rain forest vines
29  Benjamin Rosen, BS ’54, former chairman of the board for ___
30  Lost sleep (over)
31  ___ Prize (mathematics honor)
32  Coffee holders
33  Lackluster
34  All’s counterpart
35  “Pick me! Pick me!”
36  ___ Walk
37  Annual Vietnamese holidays
38  “-com” preceiver
39  Ray Feeney, BS ’75, ___ winner for advancing the technology in his field

DOWN
1  Run-___
2  Contented sighs
3  Clancy hero
4  Teaching story
5  Tenor Bocelli
6  Some low-water plants
7  Out-of-date
8  Sound of surprise
9  Landing place of Noah’s Ark
10  It ended around 1990
11  Big Island bash
12  ___ Reader: alternative media digest
13  “No way, no how!”
14  Camper’s light
15  Bad gut feeling?
16  “What a mean thing to say!”
17  Islamic leaders
18  “Enough!”
19  Sting victim’s court defense, perhaps
20  Transition area between plant communities
21  Prefix with linear
22  Actress Georgia of Everybody Loves Raymond
23  Aye’s opposite (Scottish)
24  Shining light in Virgo
25  Dutch beers
26  Syrup sources
27  Kind of artist or parlor
28  Otherwise
29  Is incapable of
30  Double-reed instrument
31  Part of Q.E.D.
32  iliad or Odyssey
33  Star of the opera
34  It sometimes represents density
35  Article from Germany?